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About This Game

DARTHY wakes up in the hospital and soon finds out he must release the souls of the robots imprisoned in the Gold Doubloons
(Gold Coins) by the Giant Space Pirates. Help DA 5d3b920ae0
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English

radio darty. darthy rennes. soa darthy cast. darth vader. dorothy chandler. darty colmar. darth vader quotes. darth becky. dorothy
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dorothy parker resume. dorothy parker quotes. dorothy dunnett

Pretty cool game, A Solid 10/10 Hope your son gets well,. This game is difficult and sometimes feels near impossible! I love all
the time I've played with it but the rage of the spinning fireball things has overcome me too much! this game is definetly made
with love and I believe it deserves more attention then it's actually getting.. Nice little game but very expensive for what it is.
I've enjoyed this quite a lot. Even though it sends me into spiraling hate of my life and all the enemies in the game are rage
inducing to no end. Personally I'm not a perfect fit for rage game, but DARTHY really pulled me in and continued to encurage
me to keep going. Man it messes with you so much by leading you in so many wrong directions. Just need to keep going.keep
playing.keep dying.. Nice little game but very expensive for what it is
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